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Walk:
Location:

WOC 03
Cerreg Cennen Castle (search under attractions on sat nav)

Distance (miles):
Time (hours):
Length of Walk:
Parking:
Date Walked:

21.1
0.45
Reasonably short; 30 – 40 minutes for a quick wander around castle
Might have been free, cannot recall.
31/07/2008

Pop in to:

Farm shop on way to castle.

Description:

You park up and then walk through a farm to the castle. There is a shop on the right
as you go up. You pay the castle entry fee here. Dogs must be on lead through farm;
pictures of dog-attacked farm animals appear on a sign in car park to push the
message home. Castle is on a bit of hill, so there is a climb to it, but interesting
enough once there, and worth a visit. This castle also has an interesting secret
passage way cum cave inside it so bring torches as the cave goes for some distance
inside.

Pictures taken on 31/07/2008:
Short uphill walk to the castle ruin, again free for dogs to roam around.
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In good weather you would have some excellent views; castles tend to be built to make the most of the view.

This castle has a cave / tunnel that goes a surprisingly long way. You will need torches for this cave and while
you can hire or buy torches at the farm shop below the castle, you could probably bring your own far brighter
torch which would do the cave justice.

Descending into the cave / tunnel below the castle. Outside it was a rainy and misty day so the views were
not as they would be on a sunnier day.
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View from the castle.
Approach path to and from the castle. Dogs need to
be kept on a lead through the farm and on the approach to the castle due to a fair few sheep around.

